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1 Considering homelessness

Meditating, for a moment, on what a home is, a question comes to mind:

to whom? Home is something one learns from one’s culture; there is no

single idea of home that can be pointed to as the end-all be-all of homeness.

So to be specific, what is a home in America? The United States is a big

place, though; home is still going to mean a thousand different things to a

thousand different people. So perhaps a better tactic to arrive at an agreeable

understanding is to examine not what home is but rather what it is not—or,

similarly, what it means to not have a home.

From a legal perspective this seems relatively simple at first blush; the

U.S. federal government has a definition of homelessness. In fact, there are

two different definitions in use throughout various federal agencies, though

they have a fair bit in common.1 The most succinct piece of the latter of

these definitions is the following: “[A homeless person is] an individual who

lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence.”2 This definition

fragment enumerates four qualities of a ’residence’ that are necessary for that

residence to constitute a ’home’ in the eyes of the law; a residence having

these qualities is capable of removing from an individual the quality of being

homeless, implying it is these qualities of the residence that make it a home.

A cold and calculating definition, perhaps, but such is law. However,

this surface-level understanding of homelessness and ’homeness’ is not en-

tirely satisfactory; after all, what do each of those qualities mean in reality?
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’Nighttime’ is the only one that could reasonably be called self-explanatory;

the rest will require some scrutiny.

For a residence to be ’fixed’ could mean several things. The rest of the

definition provides some insight: a residence cannot be ’fixed,’ perhaps, if it is

“not designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for

human beings;” however, this language also seems to conflict with possible

ideas of what an ’adequate’ residence would represent.3 Better luck might be

had with ’regular,’ as it’s clear throughout both definitions that a residence

only qualifies as a home if not “temporary,” i.e. that residence is not to be

“imminently [lost]” whether by legal eviction or any other force.

The more closely one looks at the problem of defining homelessness, the

more clear it becomes that it’s nearly as difficult as the problem of defining

home in the first place. This is not because it’s especially difficult to say

whether or not a given individual is homeless, but rather because there are

so many different ways for someone to be homeless. The manifold possibili-

ties are a reminder that talking about one kind of homelessness is not talking

about all kinds of homelessness, and that the solutions to one kind of home-

lessness could be—but are in no way necessarily—the solutions to another

kind of homelessness.
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2 Chronic homelessness

With all that said, it is time to depart from philosophy and engage with

one of those specific kinds of homelessness. Chronic homelessness is defined

by the National Alliance to End Homelessness as “long-term or repeated

homelessness. Chronically homeless people have a serious physical or mental

disability, including mental illnesses like schizophrenia, and may also struggle

with alcohol or drug addiction.”4 While the needs of people with disabilities

vary vastly depending on the specifics of their disability, chronically homeless

people all have in common the need for additional help beyond just getting

housing. The 2015 Annual Homeless Assessment Report to Congress from

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development estimates that

approximately 83,000 members of the total homeless population (numbering

around 565,000 people) were chronically homeless in the U.S. in January of

2015.5

While homelessness often begins with something as simple as a missed

month of rent, and in lucky cases doesn’t last much longer than that, chronic

homelessness usually runs deeper.6 As chronic homelessness implies the ex-

istence of some kind of debilitating physical or mental condition, it follows

that that same condition often plays a role in leading the sufferer to become

homeless, whether because they were incapable of holding a job, couldn’t pay

rent due to drug addiction costs, or anything else.7
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3 Homelessness rehabilitation

The general consensus among researchers and service workers is that ’Housing

First’ initiatives are the unequivocal best means of rehabilitating chronically

homeless persons.8 The Housing First philosophy functions as its name im-

plies: beneficiaries are put into high-quality housing without stipulation, usu-

ally meaning that there are no requirements for beneficiaries to be addiction-

free or actively receiving treatment for mental health issues.9 While specifics

differ, the goal of Housing First is to ensure that individuals in need of sup-

port can receive that support without having their access to housing gated.

Pathways to Housing PA is an agency specializing in a Housing First ap-

proach to homelessness rehabilitation in the Philadelphia area.10 They make

several powerful claims about the efficiency and efficacy of their methods;

most profoundly, they note their cost per person for services as being as lit-

tle as half the cost of other comparable programs serving the same population

in Philadelphia.11 They also find their services to have very high placement

and retention rates, with numbers for both coming in at around 90%.12 Ad-

mittedly, the number of people served by Pathways in Philadelphia is low

(in the hundreds) compared to the population of chronically homeless peo-

ple needing aid, but combined with endorsements from government work, it

seems clear that Housing First methods work and work well.13

In addition to the obvious benefits for the people receiving aid, research

shows that homelessness rehabilitation programs can be financially beneficial
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to governments as well.14 Indeed, studies in multiple jurisdictions have shown

that comparing the cost of housing and supporting the chronically homeless

to the cost of alternatingly jailing, publicly sheltering, and providing health-

care for the same population shows that simply providing the housing and

support to begin with is, financially speaking, the better decision. Programs

almost always break even compared to the average cost of jail/shelters/health

care/etc., and are actually usually far cheaper.15

4 Federal government works

First brought before Congress in 2010, the Opening Doors strategy was de-

signed by the Obama administration as a “comprehensive federal strategy

to prevent and end homelessness.”16 It remains the primary statement by

the U.S. federal government on working to combat homelessness in America,

though whether the Trump administration will support and continue to work

towards the goals of the plan is still unclear. Opening Doors was updated

in 2012 and 2015 to reflect progress towards the goals of the project; a drop

in the homeless population nationwide, including in the chronically homeless

population, was observed in the Annual Homeless Assessment Reports used

as data sources for the updates.17

As previously alluded to, the Opening Doors strategy has taken a Housing

First approach to aiding chronically homeless people. It seems clear that

Housing First is being adopted by aid programs as the standard for working
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Figure 1: Graph of the homeless population over time from 2007 up to 2014.19

with chronically homeless persons; however, this means that the need for

plentiful and high-quality housing is more pressing than ever.

5 The matter of housing

Saved potential costs nonetheless, paying to house chronically homeless indi-

viduals is expensive, and housing concerns are constant. A considerable per-
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centage of the homeless population, and of the chronically homeless popula-

tion, resides in the state of California; the cities in California where homeless-

ness is most prevalent, like Los Angeles, already have extremely low vacancy

rates.20 Similar stories come from all over the country, though; for example,

in Jackson, Wyoming, rising rent costs and lack of affordable housing are

pushing lower-income workers either out of the town or onto the streets, or

into cars.21 This is one mechanism by which housed people are forced into

homelessness, but even more importantly, it’s a vital part of why it can be

difficult for homeless people to make it back into mainstream society. Even

in locations where Housing First initiatives can get aid to the people who

need it, beneficiaries can often have a tough time finding affordable hous-

ing in regions like Jackson—and the aforementioned California cities, just to

name a few.22

Lack of affordable housing impacts the entire Housing First system as

well. Though most Housing First scenarios involve getting permanent sup-

portive housing (that is, housing coupled with supportive services and care)

for beneficiaries, it’s not unheard of for tenants to choose to ’graduate’ from

the system and move into separate housing on their own.23 This housing still

needs to be lower-cost, though, and in areas where rent has risen dramat-

ically, it can be close to impossible for these potential graduates to move

out of their permanent supportive housing and free up that space for other

prospective tenants who might have a greater need for specialized care.24 It

becomes obvious that creating and maintaining guaranteed affordable hous-
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ing in problem areas is a high-priority issue for both homelessness rehabili-

tation and providing space for low-income individuals and families at large.

6 A need for alternative options

Affordable and low-income housing in America has something of a troubled

history. Investigating the public housing projects that were built with federal

funding in the latter half of the 20th century shows that most, if not all, have

fallen into disrepair and are stricken with poverty.25 In fact, most of these

projects were so unsuccessful at providing a positive living experience for

their tenants that they have been demolished under the HOPE VI act of the

1990s.26 These projects, high rises that could hold dozens if not hundreds of

families, have largely been replaced with scattered housing that aims to pro-

vide for a wider range of economic status, hoping to avoid the concentration

of poverty that claimed so many of the former housing projects.27 However,

questions naturally arise surrounding the creation of higher-cost housing to

replace the former high rises; after all, if the point is to make residences

available at affordable rates, is it even possible for these replacement housing

units to do the job they are intended for?

So, in order to provide an easy, low-cost and possibly standardizable

(to some degree; regional differences in space, climate, etc. will of course

prohibit the creation of any one-size-fits-all solution) approach to creating

affordable housing, it seems necessary to begin to think ’outside the box’ on
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how property can be developed.

7 Alternative housing designs

In locations across the country, homeless aid programs have begun to de-

velop tiny-house village-style housing solutions that are cheap to implement,

relative at least to the cost of building new apartments.28 While exact costs

depend greatly on the scope of the project and target quality for the individ-

ual units, villages in this style have been implemented for as low as $5,000-

$10,000 per unit, though that price is most likely an optimistic low for most

developers and also relies on donated labor.29 Other thoughtful and cost-

effective design decisions, like the “optimum value engineering” described in

a Department of Housing and Urban Development document that aims to

minimize the materials it takes to frame a house, are the kind of valuable

alternative routes that are vital to being able to create enough residences to

continue to provide permanent supportive housing to populations that need

it.30

Other lessons in experimental housing design can be found in developing

or less wealthy nations, where housing issues are vastly more widespread than

in the U.S. An excellent example comes out of South Africa, where architect

Luyanda Mpahlwa took to mind several vital design lessons—use what one

has, build to the needs of the user, and so on—to create simple, effective,

and high-quality housing for people in urban areas of the nation.31
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Figure 2: Mpahlwa stands next to one of the partially-constructed houses of
his firm’s design.33

The project, called 10x10, uses sparse wooden frames fenced with steel

grid and filled with sandbags to create the framework for a home. The

sandbag-filled frames—the sand for insulation, a natural property of the

material—are then covered with spackle and painted for a weather-resistant

and good-looking finish.34 While the specifics of Mpahlwa’s project might

not be entirely adaptable to any given city location in the U.S., it is the style

and philosophy of his design that seems vital to take to heart. Breaking

free of traditional concepts of how to build and what to build when creating

housing units for affordable housing or housing for the homeless is a vital
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step towards being able to create that housing at all.

8 How to take action

While it’s difficult—if not impossible—to paint with a thick brush when

describing the challenges of combating homelessness in the United States,

keeping philosophy in mind can guide action, policy, and aid in the directions

with the best chance for improvement. The large population of homeless

people across the country, and specifically the chronically homeless, has many

different needs in many different places, but all are united by a need for one

simple-yet-complex thing: a home. Philosophies of aid like Housing First

are the kind of actionable ideas that can provide for those needs and more,

hopefully being able to not just house homeless populations but provide them

with the opportunity to work towards a truly better life. Especially for the

chronically homeless, a population stricken, by definition, with physical and

mental disability, much aid is needed.

Private and government aid programs alike have shown that Housing

First is the best way to help people who are chronically homeless, but there

can be no Housing First without housing. Areas with the largest homeless

populations are also usually the areas with the least housing available, or

else the most expensive housing; so, more and cheaper residences are needed.

Traditional styles of building are functional, but often take too much time,

money, and effort to put up—instead, new ways of thinking about what a
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useful dwelling needs and how such a place can be made are needed. Projects

like the tiny-house villages or Mpahlwa’s 10x10 provide guidance in staking

out this territory, arming architects and policy makers alike with ideas for

building the spaces tenants need to get closer to a better life.

This is the fundamental push: thinking inside the box brought us the

public housing projects of the 70s, 80s, and 90s; thinking inside the box

brought us the housing shortages so many cities currently face. Thinking

outside the box could let us find new ways to make places people can call

home. Whatever home is, it’s what people need.
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